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Townsend, Erle

From: Craig Gerry <maineguide04979@gmail.com>

Sent: Friday, January 5, 2024 12:48 PM

To: DEP Rule Comments

Subject: EV Rules

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not click links or open 

attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

 

To whom it may concern: 

 

I feel that EV should be and individual decision as there is not the infrastructure in Maine to first handle the numbers of 

EV’s recommend in your proposal nor will EV’s work for the whole state for the people that must travel for work, 

medical appointments and other daily needs.   

 

Secondly, If you are truly interested in the protection of the environment the amount of environment damage done to 

the earth to create the material for Batteries far surpasses the damage of the fuel production across the USA and 

Global.    

 

Third, At the end of life of the batteries what and where are you planning on dumping them; there are hazardous 

material.  Are we planning to dump them like the materials tat we have need to get rid of from nuclear plants that were 

decommissioned.  

 

There have been several break throughs in Technologh with fuel efficiency; but, Huge Companies have purchased the 

patents and refused to build vehicles to improve fuel mileage and control pollution.  Time to mandate and make these 

changes. 

 

More Research has to be done to improve the life of the equipment and manage the waste of the materials afterwards 

before jumping into “something” new and great.    

 

EV is not the answer at this point in time, WE do not have the infrastructure in Maine nor several other states to handle 

the extra load.  When we have to go 3-5 days unexpectedly without power how are we going to charge these EV’s. 

 

 

Respectfully, 

Craig I. Gerry 

P.O. Box 5 

22 McQuilkin Road 

Solon, Maine 04979 
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Sent from Mail for Windows 

 


